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ABSTRACT

Technology scaling is reducing the reliability of integrated circuits. This makes it important to provide computers with mechanisms that can detect and correct hardware errors. This thesis deals with the problem of assessing the hardware error sensitivity of computer systems. Error sensitivity, which is the likelihood that a hardware error will escape detection and produce an erroneous output, measures a system’s inability to detect hardware errors. This thesis presents the results of a series of fault injection experiments that investigated how error sensitivity varies for different system characteristics, including (i) the inputs processed by a program, (ii) a program’s source code implementation, and (iii) the use of compiler optimizations. The study focused on the impact of transient hardware faults that result in bit errors in CPU registers and main memory locations. We investigated how the error sensitivity varies for single-bit errors vs. double-bit errors, and how error sensitivity varies with respect to machine instructions that were targeted for fault injection. The results show that the input profile and source code implementation of the investigated programs had a major impact on error sensitivity, while using different compiler optimizations caused only minor variations. There was no significant difference in error sensitivity between single-bit and double-bit errors. Finally, the error sensitivity seems to depend more on the type of data processed by an instruction than on the instruction type.
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Part I

INTRODUCTION
Technology scaling is making microprocessors and other integrated circuits more and more susceptible to radiation induced soft errors and aging faults [6]. This has made it increasingly important to provide computer systems with mechanisms that can detect and correct hardware errors. Since classical approaches to hardware fault tolerance are too expensive in terms of overhead for many applications, development of low-cost technique for hardware fault tolerance is currently an important field of research.

Techniques that aim to reduce the cost of redundancy often rely on cross-layer approaches [7, 9, 14, 21], which distribute the responsibility for tolerating errors over different layers of the system stack. Figure 1.1 shows a model of cross-layer fault tolerance adopted from [4] with three layers. Other authors have presented more detailed models where the hardware, software and system
layers are subdivided into several sub-layers.

A major benefit of cross-layer approaches is that they allow error coverage to be tuned to the needs of different applications. Such tuning typically involves evaluating the error coverage of different candidate solutions by means of fault injection experiments. However, drawing accurate conclusions based on the results of fault injection experiments concerning the relative merits of different design solutions can be difficult. The reason for this is that results of fault injection experiments can vary substantially depending on the configuration of the target system and the design of the experiments. A good understanding of sources of variation in the results of fault injection experiments is therefore essential for researchers and engineers who assess and compare different low-cost approaches to hardware fault tolerance.

This thesis presents a study of sources of variation in error sensitivity. We define error sensitivity as the probability that a computer will produce an erroneous result without any error indication \(^1\) as a result of a hardware error.

\(^1\)A.K.A silent data corruption (SDC)
The study specifically addresses transient faults that result in bit errors in CPU-registers and main memory locations. We investigate the following sources of variation:

- **Inputs processed by a program.** The inputs processed by a program determines the sequence of dynamic instructions and thereby error propagation process. Error sensitivity therefore depends on the inputs processed by program.

- **Types of machine instructions of a workload.** We define different categories of assembly instructions such as load, store, arithmetic, branch, logical, and move. We investigate how the mix of the instruction types influences the error sensitivity for different programs.

- **Fault model.** We investigate variations in the impact of single and double bit errors. We also study the impact of the location of bit errors within a register or memory word.

- **Source code implementation.** The programming style, i.e., the way in which a programmer implements a program specification, determines the structure of the executable program. This means that two programs implementing the same functionality may have different error sensitivities.

- **Level of compiler optimization.** Different compiler optimizations generate different executable programs. Compiler optimizations can therefore affect error sensitivity.

The study is based on a series fault injection experiments with several benchmark programs from the MiBench suite [1]. All fault injection campaigns are performed by the Goofi-2 fault injection tool [29], which was designed and implemented in our department. We use nexus-based fault injection to control and inject bit-flip errors in CPU-registers and main memory words. The target programs were compiled using the GCC compiler and executed on an MPC565 microcontroller from Freescale.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 gives an overview of related work. Section 1.2 presents our research questions, while Section 1.3 provides a summary of the appended papers. Our conclusions and a discussion of future work are presented in Section 1.4.

1.1 Related Work

Various fault injection tools have been developed in the past decades to assess dependability properties of computer systems. Popular fault injection techniques include pin level injection [19], software implemented [16], fault injection via debug interfaces such as Nexus [29, 34], hardware implemented [11], and simulation-based [33]. Recent studies try to make fault injection tools smarter. These studies propose techniques that make it easier to find weaknesses in a program by performing less fault injection experiments [5, 18].

Numerous studies [3, 16, 19] have assessed the effectiveness of hardware detection mechanisms using different fault models (such as pin level injection, stuck at byte, and bit flipping). In addition, an emerging research trend focuses on the implementation of software techniques to tolerate hardware errors. Different implementation of software techniques at source level [2, 24] as well as at the assembly levels [20, 25] has been assessed. These studies targeted a large variety of workloads and fault tolerance mechanisms. More recently, researchers have started to investigate cross-layer approaches that combines hardware and software techniques [7, 9, 14, 21]. An assessment of the effectiveness of these techniques are discussed in [21] and a solution for High-performance computing (HPC) is presented in [14].

A method for calculating the confidence interval for estimates obtained by fault injection experiments is presented in [17]. Powell et al. discuss coverage estimation issues related to stratified sampling [8, 23]. A general analysis of sources of uncertainty in measurements is provided in [13]. These sources of uncertainty include non-representative sampling, determinism of the target system, instrumental uncertainty, assumptions in the measurement procedure, initialization uncertainty, spatial and temporal intrusiveness, etc. These sources
of uncertainty are also highlighted in [28] where their relation to fault injection experiments and to what extent they are considered in Goofi-2 fault injection tool are discussed. These studies provide good insights about uncertainties in measurement of error sensitivity which are basically related to fault injection tool and experimental setup. However, there are few studies focusing on the sources of variations in error sensitivity with respect to the configuration of the target system and the design of the experiments. As stated in previous section, these sources of variations include input processed by a program, fault model, source code implementation, compiler optimization, etc.

With respect to input variations, in [27], matrix multiplication and selection sort are fed with three and two inputs, respectively. The fault model includes zero-a-byte, set-a-byte and two-bit compensation that differs from ours. Authors in [12] also estimated the error coverage for quicksort and shellsort, both executed with 24 different inputs. It would be beneficial to extend this work with more programs to draw conclusions about the results.

With respect to the fault model, the impact of device-level faults which manifest as single bit-flips in the CPU-registers and main memory has been studied in literature [22, 30]. However, researchers in the field of reliability physics predict that single event upsets (i.e., bit errors caused by strikes of single ionizing particles, such as cosmic neutrons) will be likely to generate multiple-bit upsets (MBUs) in circuits that will become available within a few years from now [32]. Some recent studies have targeted SRAMs and DRAMs to MBUs [26] in order to investigate geometric effect of MBU faults. In addition, the authors of [33] investigated the impact of single/multiple bit-flips in the LEON2 processor using fault injection in a VHDL simulation model. We study another level of abstraction where we mimic bit-flips in CPU-registers and memory of a real hardware platform.

Considering the impact of compiler optimization, Alexandersson et al. [2] performed a fault injection-based study on the impact of -O3 optimization on two programs equipped with different software implemented hardware fault tolerance techniques. The main focus of the paper is, however, on different fault tolerant mechanisms. Compared to their paper, not only we evaluated more
programs, but also we addressed all four optimization levels defined by GCC. There are some studies on the impact of compiler optimizations on architectural vulnerability factor (AVF). Authors in [15] made a detailed study on the impact of each compiler optimization flag on performance and AVF. They also compared the results generated by -O2 and -O3 optimizations. Authors concluded that these optimization levels decrease the performance and increase the AVF. This is a surprising conclusion that further research is required in order to clarify the origin of these results. In [10] the impact of different compiler optimization levels on reliability is evaluated with the help of a metric called expected number of failures during the application’s execution (EF). This metric is calculated using execution time of the program, AVF, and IntrinsicFIT rate. This study aims at evaluating the impact of compiler optimization on the microarchitectural level. Authors of the paper concluded that compiler optimization increases the number of instructions in-flight and significantly decreases the execution time, which leads to fewer expected failures during program’s execution (EF).

Compiler optimizations and variation in program implementations are also studies in [31]. Authors of the paper introduced a metric called program vulnerability factor (PVF). They claim that PVF is independent of the underlying microarchitecture and therefore it is more generic than AVF. Using PVF results of different implementations or compiler optimizations, a software developer can choose the implementation/optimization that is more reliable. They also mentioned that PVF could be estimated using techniques such as fault injection, even though they used a dynamic instructions analysis called ACE analysis that would be beneficial to be compared with fault injection estimations.

1.2 Research Questions

As already explained, the error sensitivity of an executing program depends on several sources of variations. The overall objective of this thesis is to evaluate how significant are the effects of the stated sources of variations on error sensitivity. This thesis focuses on the following research questions:
1.2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

**RQ1. How significant is the effect of input processed by a program on error sensitivity?**

It is clear that input has effects on the execution of a program, e.g. depending on the program’s input some conditional statements become true and some function calls take place. Therefore, the inputs processed by a program determines the sequence of dynamic instructions and thereby error propagation process. However, we have no estimation on how significant is this effect on error sensitivity, and how can we benchmark a program with respect to all possible input sets. Our experimental study gives insights in how significant this effect is. We also investigate if there is a correlation between the input features and error sensitivity. To benchmark a program with several input sets, it would be more efficient to limit the number of fault injection campaigns by identifying input sets that are likely to cause significantly different error sensitivities.

**RQ2. Is there a correlation between the type of machine instruction targeted by fault injection experiment and the outcome of the experiment?**

Here we define six categories of target instructions (Load, Store, Arithmetic, Branch, Logical, and Move). We investigate if there is a correlation between the category of the targeted instruction and the fault injection outcome. For instance, is it more probable that fault injection experiments result in SDCs if we have arithmetic-intensive program or there is no such a correlation.

**RQ3. Does the single bit-flip model provide optimistic or pessimistic estimates of error sensitivity compared to the double bit-flip model?**

We define two fault models; single bit-flips and double bit-flips. In double bit-flip model, double bits are selected from same target location. This study is partly motivated by the fact that researchers in the field of reliability physics predict that single event upsets will be likely to generate MBUs in circuits that will become available within a few year from now [32]. While it is still an open question how these MBUs will manifest at the instruction set architecture level in detail, it is clear that we can
expect an increasing rate of hardware errors that will manifest as multiple bit errors in main memory words and CPU-registers. Although our study only addresses on double bits errors, it provides insights into the problem of defining multiple-bit fault models for dependability benchmarking experiments.

**RQ4. How error sensitivity varies for different bit positions, within a register or memory word?**

By answering this question we identify which bit positions within a register or memory word are more sensitive, i.e. having an error in those bits would result in silent data corruptions. This study helps in configuring fault injection experiments to find weaknesses more effectively. For instance, there is no need to inject in bits that 100% result in the hardware exceptions or they make no impact on the outcome of a program.

**RQ5. Does optimized program code have higher error sensitivity than non-optimized code?**

This question is fundamental for understanding the overall impact of compiler optimizations on system reliability. If the error sensitivity is significantly higher for optimized code than for non-optimized code, then designers of safety- and mission-critical systems must carefully analyze whether the use of optimized code is of advantage or disadvantage in meeting safety and reliability requirements. On the other hand, if the difference in error sensitivity is small between optimized and non-optimized code, then such an analysis is not necessary. (Still, of course, designers must consider other possible negative side effects of using optimized code, such as an increased risk of systematic faults.) However, a reduction in the number of executed instructions reduces the risk that an executing program is affected by transient hardware errors. Hence, it is clear that compiler optimization has a positive effect on system reliability in terms of a lower error occurrence probability (or error rate). However, it is not clear how compiler optimizations affect a program’s error sensitivity.
1.3. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

**RQ6. To what extent do variations in the source code implementation of a program affect error sensitivity?**

To answer this question, we investigate how differences in source codes of functionally equivalent versions of a program affect the error sensitivity. These differences come from different programming styles such as using lookup tables, number of function calls, which types of data structures used, e.g., pointers, unions, structs, etc., and how to implement a calculation (e.g., make use of shift or multiplication operators).

1.3 Research Contributions

This thesis presents the results of extensive fault injection experiments conducted to address the research questions presented in previous section. The contributions are presented in four papers referred to as Paper I — Paper IV. The main goal of the thesis is to study the impact of different sources of variations on error sensitivity. In each contribution, we identify the impact of one or two particular sources of variations. We also get insights on how to evaluate programs in presence of hardware faults. Indeed, it is helpful to consider these sources of variations in design of cross-layer fault tolerance techniques. Therefore, these contributions will be beneficial for whom are interested in experimental benchmarking of error sensitivities.

- The first contribution (Paper I) discusses the impact of input processed by a program on its error sensitivity; how significant the impact is, and how error sensitivity is correlated to input features. The error sensitivity and its variation is application dependent. We could find a linear correlation between input length and SDCs for some applications while there were no correlations in some other applications. In this study we perform fault injection experiments on four programs from MiBench suite [1]. We selected nine different inputs for each program. This study shows significant variation in error sensitivity of a program executed with different inputs. For instance, in an extreme case SDCs of CRC application varies 30 percentage points from
one input with 0 characters to another input with 99 characters.

- Paper I, in addition, propose an approach to correlate the dynamic fault-free behavior of a program with fault injection outcomes particularly SDCs. We observed significant variations in the error sensitivities among different workloads\(^2\). Hence, a program should be evaluated by all possible inputs. We propose a way to identify inputs that result in significantly different fault injection outcomes. To this end, we use assembly metrics defined based on machine instructions of fault-free execution of a program. We cluster the workloads based on these assembly metrics and compare these clusters with the ones generated based on SDC outcomes. We discovered that workloads with similar SDC outcomes have also similar assembly metric clusters. Thus, the workloads that end up in a same cluster have also similar SDC outcomes. In this way we identify input sets that are likely to cause significantly different error sensitivities. Consequently, we can limit the number of needed fault injection campaigns to the number of clusters and perform only campaigns that generate significantly different error sensitivities.

- In Paper I, we also evaluate the error sensitivity of the programs equipped by a software technique to tolerate hardware faults. This technique performs triple-time redundant execution and majority voting. It is interesting that this simple technique (simple in design even though it is not time or energy efficient) can successfully decrease SDCs, on the average, from 25\% to less than 3\%.

- Paper II considers the types of machine instructions (Load, Store, Arithmetic, Branch, Logical, and Move) targeted in fault injection experiments. We investigate if certain types of machine instructions are more likely to cause SDCs. Although we could not identify a particular group of instructions that is more likely to result in SDCs for all benchmark programs, our results do provide some interesting observations regarding the error sensitivity of different instruction categories. In general, we conclude that the error sensitivity

\(^2\)A workload is an executing program with a given input.
of a machine instruction seems to depend more on the type of data it processes rather than the instruction itself. This suggests that the effectiveness of fault tolerance techniques targeting specific instructions may vary rather significantly for different programs, and such techniques therefore need to be tailored to the programs they are intended to protect.

- The third study (Paper III) discusses the necessity of considering double bit-flip errors in dependability benchmarking experiments. This paper presents the results of an extensive experimental study of bit-flip errors in CPU-registers and main memory words. Comprising more than two million fault injection experiments conducted with thirteen benchmark programs, the study provides insights on whether the double bit-flip model provides optimistic or pessimistic estimates of error sensitivity compared to the single bit-flip model. The results show that the proportion of SDCs, is almost the same for single and double bit errors. Furthermore, single-bit flips resulted in slightly more SDCs for some campaigns which means it is a better model due to its ability to finds more weaknesses (SDCs) in a program.

- In addition, we study how error sensitivity varies for different bit positions within a register or memory word. We present detailed statistics about the variations in error sensitivity with respect to bit positions. These results show that the error sensitivity varies significantly for different bit positions. An important observation is that injections in certain bit positions always have the same outcome regardless of when the error is injected. For instance, all injections in more significant bit positions of program counter register (PCR) (e.g. bit position 17 to 32) are detected by hardware exceptions. It is notable that these results depend on the programs, underlying microprocessor and memory allocations to some extent.

- In Paper IV we investigate the impact of compiler optimizations on the error sensitivity of twelve benchmark programs. We conducted extensive fault injection experiments where bit-flip errors were injected in CPU-registers and main memory locations. The results show that the percentage of SDCs in the output of the optimized programs is only marginally higher compare to
that observed for the non-optimized programs. This suggests that compiler optimizations can be used in safety- and mission-critical systems without increasing the risk that the system produces undetected erroneous outputs. It is notable that program execution time reduces significantly by aid of compiler optimization. Therefore, the programs are also less exposed to faults.

• Paper IV also discusses the impact of different source code implementations of a functionally equivalent program on error sensitivity. To this end, we perform experiments on five bit count programs included in the MiBench suite [1]. These programs basically differ in data types used to store results, using a lookup table for some pre-calculated values, and different ways of implementing a calculation. The results of the fault injection experiments show that the source code implementation has a significant impact on error sensitivity. To provide insights into the reasons for the variation in error sensitivity, we conducted a detailed analysis of the error sensitivity of different types of data stored in registers and memory words (that were targeted for fault injection). This analysis is helpful in identifying registers and memory sections with high error sensitivity, which thus are candidates for being protected by fault tolerance techniques. In this investigation, we consider the impact of the implementation as well as compiler optimization. The results of these experiments give valuable insights into how compiler optimization can be beneficial to reduce number of registers and memory sections that are sensitive to errors (result in high percentage of SDCs).

1.4 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

In this thesis we investigated the effect of some sources of variation on error sensitivity. A general limitation of this work is that we have not studied all possible sources of variations. Each paper gives some insights about the one or two sources of variation studied in that paper, however, to investigate all sources of variations we would need unlimited time and facilities. For instance, there is no agreement on multiple bit-flip fault models and there would be several dif-
1.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

Different ways to define each model and then perform thousands of fault injection experiments to evaluate the effect of that model on the error sensitivity.

Another main source of variation would be the underlying hardware including the processor design. Even though it is feasible to assess error sensitivity of different processors using simulation tools, it is not trivial to use real processors. For instance, we do not have access to pipeline stage structures and flip-flops through Nexus port. Therefore, we only inject faults in instruction set architecture registers and main memory words. As Goofi-2 implemented in a generic way, it is possible to add plug-ins for other processors. Indeed, using simulation-based fault injections to investigate the effect of processor design is also interesting. It would be more convenient to use different processor simulations and compare injecting faults in underlying CPU structures such as pipeline registers. A comparison between the results of simulation and real hardware will be helpful to evaluate accuracy of processor simulation and corresponding simulation-based fault injection tool.

The comparison of fault injection results can be performed on different levels of abstraction, e.g. on Simulink model, C code and binary code. This evaluation technique is called back-to-back testing which would be interesting to perform in future work.

We studied one type of several possible multiple bit-flip fault models, which is double bit-flips in same target location (paper II). The outcome of this study encouraged us to use single bit-flips due to the fact that increasing the number of bit flips increases the chance that the injected error would raise hardware exceptions. In this way, the use of double and multiple bit injections would lead to fewer observations of silent data corruptions. This suggests that it is unlikely that experiments with double-bit errors would expose weaknesses that are not revealed by single bit-flips. To further assess whether single bit flips can be trusted to generate the most pessimistic results (the highest number of SDCs), a possible future work include experiments where bit-flips are injected in different target locations.

We also investigated how source code implementation would affect error sensitivity (paper III). However, as we stated we used five different implemen-
tations of functionally same program and we chose a simple program to make a thorough analysis on the results. We could draw some interesting conclusions, though further studies with more complicated programs and variety of functionality would help to generalize the results. Especially considering different programming styles such as object-oriented vs structured programming and compare those with respect to dependability of the software would be interesting for safety-critical domain.

All these studies are expendable with implementing software techniques to tolerate hardware faults and investigate the error sensitivity of the program equipped with fault tolerance techniques. We have not done it at the first place to find out if we can affect error sensitivity without using any additional cost in terms of fault tolerance mechanisms. For instance, we see that compiler optimizations could reduce the execution time significantly while the error sensitivity is not increased or increased marginally for some applications. Also, we can reduce silent data corruptions by changing the programming style. However, it is obvious that we cannot reach to desirable error coverage without fault tolerance techniques in safety-critical applications. Thus, it is relevant to examine different fault tolerant techniques and come up with cost-efficient solutions.

Another line of future work is to consider a system which includes different software components and investigate how error sensitivity of the components would affect the error sensitivity of the whole system.
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